Human respiratory syncytial virus (hRSV or RSV) causes an annual global 3.4 million estimated severe acute lower respiratory tract infections (ALRI) in children younger than 5 years of age (1). In the United States, about 132,000 to 172,000 children younger than 5 years of age are hospitalized due to RSV every year (2). Thus far, there are no licensed vaccines, although there are multiple vaccine candidates undergoing clinical trials (3). Development of antivirals against RSV is also an active field of research and clinical development (4–6).

RSV is a member of the Paramyxoviridae family, Pneumovirus genus. Members of the paramyxovirus family encode two major glycoproteins important early during infection for attachment to the host cell and the subsequent entry process. Paramyxovirus fusion mediated by the viral fusion (F) protein is generally initiated by interaction with the homologous attachment protein upon receptor engagement (reviewed in references 7 and 8). Several studies on RSV subgroup A and B strains indicated that G is not functionally required for efficient in vitro replication in certain cell lines but is needed for optimal growth in vivo (9–11). Although not required for in vitro replication, G was shown to enhance passage of a RSV minigenome (12), and in a later study, viruses lacking G required more passages in cell culture to reach titers similar to those of viruses expressing G (10). RSV G was also shown to enhance cell-to-cell fusion, in an apparently strain-specific manner (10, 13). Similarly, human metapneumovirus (HMPV), another pneumovirus, does not require its G protein for infection (reviewed in reference 14). For both HMPV and RSV, the attachment function of G can be substituted by the F protein (15, 16). The RSV G protein has long been thought to mediate the majority of virus binding to host cells via interaction with glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) (17–19), while F is reported to bind a protein receptor (20). Considering that previous studies regarding the requirement for G during RSV infection were done with prototypical strains of this virus, we set out to reevaluate the functions of this major attachment protein using protein from a clinical isolate strain (A2001/2-20) compared to the prototypical A2 strain. We generated recombinant RSV strains harboring different combinations of the G and F proteins (GF viruses; Katushka RSV-A2GA2F [kRSV-A2GA2F] and kRSV-GstopA2F) or the clinical isolate A2001/2-20 (kRSV-2-20G2-20F and kRSV-Gstop2-20F). We quantified the virus cell binding, entry kinetics, infectivity, and growth kinetics of these four recombinant viruses in vitro. RSV expressing the 2-20 G protein exhibited the greatest binding activity. Compared to the parental viruses expressing G and F, removal of 2-20 G had more deleterious effects on binding, entry, infectivity, and growth than removal of A2 G. Overall, RSV expressing 2-20 F had a high dependence on G for binding, entry, and infection.

**ABSTRACT**

Human respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is an important pathogen causing acute lower respiratory tract disease in children. The RSV attachment glycoprotein (G) is not required for infection, as G-null RSV replicates efficiently in several cell lines. Our laboratory previously reported that the viral fusion (F) protein is a determinant of strain-dependent pathogenesis. Here, we hypothesized that virus dependence on G is determined by the strain specificity of F. We generated recombinant viruses expressing G and F, or null for G, from the laboratory A2 strain (Katushka RSV-A2GA2F [kRSV-A2GA2F] and kRSV-GstopA2F) or the clinical isolate A2001/2-20 (kRSV-2-20G2-20F and kRSV-Gstop2-20F). We quantified the virus cell binding, entry kinetics, infectivity, and growth kinetics of these four recombinant viruses in vitro. RSV expressing the 2-20 G protein exhibited the greatest binding activity. Compared to the parental viruses expressing G and F, removal of 2-20 G had more deleterious effects on binding, entry, infectivity, and growth than removal of A2 G. Overall, RSV expressing 2-20 F had a high dependence on G for binding, entry, and infection.

**IMPORTANCE**

RSV is the leading cause of childhood acute respiratory disease requiring hospitalization. As with other paramyxoviruses, two major RSV surface viral glycoproteins, the G attachment protein and the F fusion protein, mediate virus binding and subsequent membrane fusion, respectively. Previous work on the RSV A2 prototypical strain demonstrated that the G protein is functionally dispensable for in vitro replication. This is in contrast to other paramyxoviruses that require attachment protein function as a prerequisite for fusion. We reevaluated this requirement for RSV using G and F proteins from clinical isolate 2-20. Compared to the laboratory A2 strain, the G protein from 2-20 had greater contributions to virus binding, entry, infectivity, and in vitro growth kinetics. Thus, the clinical isolate 2-20 F protein function depended more on its G protein, suggesting that RSV has a higher dependence on G than previously thought.
there are greater contributions of 2-20 G than of A2 G to aspects of the RSV life cycle, including enhanced binding to the cell, viral entry, infectivity, and overall in vitro growth rate. Our study results show that the F protein from a clinical RSV strain has a greater dependence on its homologous G protein than the F protein of the prototypical A2 strain.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Cell lines.** HEp-2 (ATCC CCL-23) and BEAS-2B cells were maintained as described previously (21). BSR T7/7 cells (a gift from Ursula Buchholz, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) were cultured in Glasgow’s minimal essential medium (GMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1 μg/ml porcine serum albumin (PSA). During every other passage, these cells were selected with Geneticin at 1 mg/ml. Chinese hamster ovary (CHO-K1) cells (ATCC, CCL-61) cells and a heparin-sulfate-deficient derivative of that cell line, pgsD-677 (ATCC, CRL-2244), were cultured in Madin’s modified F-12K medium (plus 1-glutamine) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1 μg/ml PSA, according to ATCC instructions.

**Generation of recombinant RSV strains.** The F glycoprotein genes of RSV A2 (GenBank accession number FJ614814) and A2001/2-20 (RSV 2-20 G [GenBank accession number FJ279545]) and RSV 2-20 F (GenBank accession number FJ279544) (21) were synthesized by GeneArt gene synthesis (Life Technologies) and cloned into a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) containing the antigenic cDNA of RSV A2-K-line19F, described previously (22). All recombinant RSV strains generated in this study express a far-red fluorescent gene (monomeric Kathuka2 [mKate2]) in the first gene position—hence the KRSV designation throughout. To generate the recombinant RSV strains without G protein expression (G0 viruses), both of the Met codons (Met7 and Met60) in the G open reading frame (ORF) were changed to Ile, with the first Met or Ile followed by a stop codon (11). Recombinant viruses were recovered by cotransfection of the RSV antigenic BAC and four human codon bias-optimized RSV helper plasmids (N, P, L, and M2-1) into BSR T7/7 cells as described previously (22). The viruses were propagated in HEp-2 cells and the sequences of the glycoprotein ORFs confirmed. Viruses used in this study were prepared by harvesting infected HEp-2 cells followed by sonication, as described previously (23). For binding assays, virus stocks were purified by sucrose gradient centrifugation to remove the majority of cellular proteins from the virus fraction (24). Briefly, the infected HEp-2 cells were frozen at −80°C and later thawed at 37°C. Cells were scraped down and were transferred along with the medium to 50-ml conical tubes. After centrifugation at 2,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C, supernatants were pooled and layered onto 20% sucrose-containing MEM for subsequent ultracentrifugation at 16,000 g for 3 h at 4°C (SW32 rotor; Beckman Coulter). The resulting pellets were resuspended in MEM, and aliquots were frozen in liquid nitrogen before being stored at −80°C until use. These sucrose-purified virus stocks had infectious titers comparable to those measured for the starting material, accounting for volume change.

**RSV binding assay and Western blotting.** BEAS-2B cells were seeded the prior day to be subconfluent for the experiment. Input volumes of sucrose-purified virus stocks were determined by first loading equal PFUs in SDS-PAGE gels and blotting for N and then normalizing stock dilutions (no more than 2-fold to 3-fold) to N levels. The cells were washed with cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), placed on ice, and inoculated with virus for 2 h. The inocula were removed by three ice-cold PBS washes, and cells were lysed in radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO; catalog no. R0278) supplemented with 1× protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL; catalog no. 78430). The lysates were cleared by centrifugation at 13,200 rpm for 10 min at 4°C, and the supernatants were used for Western blotting.

Protein samples were mixed 1:1 with Laemmli sample buffer (Sigma-Aldrich) and heated at 95°C for 10 min. Samples were separated by 10% SDS-PAGE, transferred onto polyvinylidine difluoride (PVDF) membranes, and blocked with 5% nonfat dry milk–Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween 20 (TBST). Blots were probed with a mouse monoclonal antibody (clone D14; generously provided by Edward Walsh, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY) against RSV N protein followed by a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody. For GAPDH (glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase) blots, mouse anti-GAPDH (6C5; GeneTex, Irvine, CA) was used. Chemiluminescent signal was detected with WesternBright Quantum substrate (Advansta, Menlo Park, CA). Images of Western blots were analyzed using ImageLab (v3.0.11). Relevant bands were defined manually for each group, and the total dark-pixel volume for each band was taken. The bands for the glycoproteins were then normalized by dividing their values by the respective RSV N band volumes.

**FFU assay.** HEp-2 cells were seeded in 96-well plates the day before the experiment to reach 70% confluence for the assay. Fifty microliters of virus samples (serially diluted 10-fold) was inoculated onto the cells and incubated 1.5 h at room temperature with gentle rocking. After virus adsorption, 150 μl 0.75% methylcellulose (EMD, Gibbstown, NJ) in complete media was added to each well and then cells were incubated at 37°C 5% CO2 for 2 days. Wells containing 1 to 50 fluorescent-focus units (FFU) were counted and used for calculation of the virus titer in the samples. The limit of detection of this assay is 1 FFU per well, corresponding to 20 FFU/ml.

**Infectivity and virus growth kinetics.** Cells were seeded into 6-well plates to be 70% confluent for infection at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 1.0. Cells were washed with PBS once before infection in a total volume of 500 μl per well at room temperature for 1 h with gentle rocking. The cells were then washed twice with PBS to remove the remaining inoculum. For infectivity, cells were harvested with trypsin 24 h postinfection and quantified using an LSR II flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) by detecting the mKate2 signal with a 532-nm-wavelength laser with a 610/20 filter. For growth kinetics, triplicate wells of infected cells were scraped in medium and resuspended at the indicated times, and aliquots were frozen at −80°C until titration by the FFU assay described above.

**RSV entry assay.** This assay was performed as described previously with some modifications (25). BEAS-2B cells (70% confluent in 12-well plates) were placed on ice for 5 min and washed once with ice-cold PBS before addition of virus at an MOI of 1.0. Binding of virus to cells proceeded for 2 h on ice with gentle shaking until the inoculum was removed, and cells were washed twice with ice-cold PBS. Five hundred microliters of ice-cold RPMI 1640 medium was added to each well. Plates were then warmed at 37°C for the indicated times (30 s or 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 min). At the end of each time period, medium was removed followed by addition of 500 μl citrate buffer (400 mM sodium citrate, 10 mM potassium chloride, 135 mM sodium chloride, pH 3.0) for 2 min to inactivate any remaining extracellular virus. Cells were then washed in PBS at room temperature once before addition of complete medium, and incubation was continued at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 20 h. Infected mKate2-positive (mKate2+) samples were counted on an LSR II cytometer and analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR) as a quantification of the amount of virus that entered during the short warming period.

**Culture and infection of primary cells.** Normal human bronchial (NHBE) cells at the air-liquid interface (NHBE/ALI cells) were obtained from Lonza (Allendale, NJ) and cultured according to the recommended protocols. For differentiation, cells were seeded onto 24-well, collagen-coated transwell supports (BD Bioscience, Bedford, MA). Cells were maintained and differentiated as described previously (26).

For binding assays, differentiated cells were cooled at 4°C and washed once with cold PBS prior to addition of virus. Equivalent amounts of virus (determined by Western blotting; see above) were used to infect the apical surface of NHBE/ALI cells for 2 h at 4°C. Following infection, the inoculum was removed and the apical surface of cells was washed three times with cold PBS. RIPA buffer supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail was used for cell lysis. Lysates were centrifuged at 14,000 × g for 10 min for clarification prior to Western blotting.
To determine virus growth kinetics in these cells, differentiated NHBE/ALI cells were washed with PBS and apically infected at an MOI of 1.0 for 2 h at 37°C. Following infection, inocula were removed by three apical PBS washes. Virus was collected from the apical surface of cells daily by adding differential medium to the apical chamber, incubating cells in media for 10 min at 37°C, and removing media for later use in virus titration. Virus collection was performed twice per well, for a total volume of 300 μl per well for each time point. All samples were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen until titration by FFU assay.

**Statistical analysis.** Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism software version 6.0 (San Diego, CA). Data are represented as means with standard errors of the means (SEM). One-way and two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey's *post hoc* test with a *P* value of 0.05 was used.

**RESULTS**

**Generation of recombinant viruses.** In order to assess the dependence on G protein of specific F proteins in the context of RSV infection, we used a chimeric virus approach. We generated recombinant RSV containing both G and F from either the prototypical A2 strain or the low-passage-number clinical isolate A2001/2-20 strain. We also generated G-null mutants expressing either the F protein of A2 or the F protein of 2-20. Thus, only the presence or absence of F differed between the G-null viruses. As the RSV G protein is produced both as a membrane-bound form and as a secreted form due to the presence of an alternative translation initiation site, we mutated both initiation methionines to isoleucine, as previously described (11), and we changed the second codon in the G open reading frame to a premature stop codon to abolish the expression of this protein without perturbing the gene order (Fig. 1A). We did not change the codon following the second methionine to abolish the secreted G expression because previous work showed that changing the second methionine to isoleucine is sufficient to abolish secreted G (11). As expected, Western blot analyses of sucrose-purified virus stocks showed that neither of the Gstop viruses (kRSV-GstopA2F and kRSV-Gstop2-20F) expressed detectable G protein (Fig. 1B). There was no significant difference in the levels of mature G for kRSV-A2GA2F and kRSV-2-20G2-20F (Fig. 1B). There was also no statistically significant difference in the levels of F protein abundance for kRSV-A2GA2F and kRSV-GstopA2F and for kRSV-2-20G2-20F and kRSV-Gstop2-20F (Fig. 1B), consistent with previously published data showing that the absence of G did not alter the F protein level in the virions (10). The F levels of kRSV-2-20G2-20F were 28% higher than those of kRSV-A2GA2F, normalized to N, which was not statistically significant by one-way ANOVA. Similar results were found in analyzing N, G, and F levels in HEp-2 cell lysate virus stocks that were not sucrose purified (data not shown).

**Differential contributions of G proteins to virus attachment to host cells.** The F protein of the prototypical A2 strain binds to host cells, possibly through interactions with heparan sulfate (16, 19, 27). We asked whether the relative contributions of G and F to cell binding differ between the A2 and 2-20 glycoproteins. To test this, we used sucrose-purified virus stocks and normalized the
relative amounts of virions used as inputs for this binding assay based on the N protein expression levels determined by Western blotting. The N protein level was previously reported to correlate with radiolabeled activity in virus preparations (10). The amount of kRSV-2-20G2-20F bound to BEAS-2B cells (a human bronchial epithelial cell line) was approximately 5-fold higher than the amount of kRSV-A2GA2F (Fig. 2). Removal of the A2 G protein from the virus resulted in loss of approximately half of cell binding (comparing kRSV-GstopA2F to kRSV-A2GA2F in Fig. 2), consistent with previously published data (19). However, removal of 2-20 G protein from the virus resulted in loss of 90% of cell binding (comparing kRSV-Gstop2-20F to kRSV-2-20G2-20F in Fig. 2). We found similar virus attachment results using these viruses that were not sucrose purified (data not shown). Thus, 2-20 G displayed a greater contribution to virus binding to BEAS-2B cells than A2 G.

Greater contribution of 2-20 G than A2 G to virus entry kinetics. To further explore the functional differences between 2-20 G and A2 G, we tested whether virus entry into host cells would be differentially affected by the removal of A2 or 2-20 G protein. We quantified entry kinetics of all four viruses in BEAS-2B cells by the use of a citric acid wash entry assay (25, 28). kRSV-A2GA2F had the fastest entry kinetics, followed by kRSV-GstopA2F (Fig. 3A). Removal of A2 G resulted in 3-fold-lower entry efficiency of the virus (Fig. 3B). Removal of 2-20 G from kRSV-2-20G2-20F resulted in approximately 8-fold-lower entry efficiency (Fig. 3C).
These data demonstrate that although kRSV-2-20G2-20F had lower entry efficiency than kRSV-A2GA2F, 2-20 G played a relatively greater role in cell entry than A2 G. Additionally, the A2 F protein was significantly more efficient than the 2-20 F protein at mediating entry in BEAS-2B cells.

**In vitro infectivity.** As 2-20 G contributed relatively more than A2 G to virus binding to host cells and entry kinetics, we compared the roles of A2 G and 2-20 G in infectivity in vitro. Infectivity of kRSV-A2GA2F, kRSV-2-20G2-20F, kRSV-GstopA2F, and kRSV-Gstop2-20F was assayed in three cell lines, BEAS-2B, CHO-K1, and pgsD-677. CHO-K1 and pgsD-677 were used for comparing the effects of the presence and absence of GAGs (pgsD-677 is a heparan sulfate-deficient CHO-K1 derivative). In BEAS-2B and CHO-K1 cells, kRSV-A2GA2F and kRSV-2-20G2-20F exhibited greater infectivity than kRSV-GstopA2F and kRSV-Gstop2-20F, respectively (Fig. 4). In pgsD-677 cells, kRSV-A2GA2F and kRSV-GstopA2F exhibited similar levels of infectivity, while kRSV-2-20G2-20F displayed greater infectivity than kRSV-Gstop2-20F (Fig. 4). To compare the relative contributions of the G proteins to virus infectivity, we normalized the percentage of cells infected by the Gstop viruses to the percentage of cells infected by the viruses containing both G and F proteins of the same strain (kRSV-GstopA2F normalized to kRSV-A2GA2F and kRSV-Gstop2-20F normalized to kRSV-2-20G2-20F) expressed as values relative to the levels seen with G+F virus on the y axis. *, P < 0.05 (comparing each Gstop virus to the corresponding parental GF virus using one-way ANOVA). Data are represented as means ± SEM. Each graph depicts data from the combined results of three independent experiments.
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**FIG 4** Infectivity in BEAS-2B, CHO-K1, and pgsD-677 cell lines. BEAS-2B (A), CHO-K1 (B), and pgsD-677 (C) cells were infected with kRSV-A2GA2F, kRSV-2-20G2-20F, kRSV-GstopA2F, or kRSV-Gstop2-20F at an MOI of 1. Twenty-four hours later, infected cells were quantified using flow cytometry. The left panels show the percentages of RSV-infected cells. Brackets represent a P value of <0.05 for the indicated group comparison. The right panels show the levels of infectivity of the virus without G protein normalized to that of the virus containing both G and F proteins of the same strain (kRSV-GstopA2F normalized to kRSV-A2GA2F and kRSV-Gstop2-20F normalized to kRSV-2-20G2-20F) expressed as values relative to the levels seen with G+F virus on the y axis. *, P < 0.05 (comparing each Gstop virus to the corresponding parental GF virus using one-way ANOVA). Data are represented as means ± SEM. Each graph depicts data from the combined results of three independent experiments.

*In vitro growth kinetics in HEp-2 and BEAS-2B cell lines.* We compared the growth kinetics of kRSV-A2GA2F, kRSV-2-20G2-20F, kRSV-GstopA2F, and kRSV-Gstop2-20F in the HEp-2 and BEAS-2B cell lines using an MOI of 0.01. As reported previously, the absence of G protein from A2 reduced the infectious yield of the virus in HEp-2 cells (Fig. 5A) (11).
The origin of the G and F glycoprotein did not affect the growth of the virus, as kRSV-A2GA2F and kRSV-2-20G2-20F grew to similar levels in both cell lines (Fig. 5A). However, the absence of 2-20 G from the virus resulted in reduced infectious yield in HEp-2 cells and, to a greater degree, in BEAS-2B cells (Fig. 5B). Compared to kRSV-2-20G2-20F, kRSV-Gstop2-20F consistently had a titer in the BEAS-2B cell line that was more than 2 log10 lower. This growth deficiency was greater than that of kRSV-Gstop-A2F relative to kRSV-A2GA2F (≤1 log10 difference), suggesting that the 2-20 G protein contributes more to in vitro growth than the A2 G protein.

**Contribution of G protein to binding and growth kinetics in primary airway epithelial cells.** Because RSV primarily infects ciliated airway epithelial cells, we investigated the effects of the absence of G on virus binding and growth in normal human bronchial epithelial (NHBE) cells cultured at the air-liquid interface (ALI). In a binding assay using well-differentiated NHBE/ALI cells, we found that kRSV-2-20G2-20F bound more efficiently than the A2 G-null virus expressing A2F (Fig. 6A and B). Additionally, when we normalized binding of the Gstop viruses with binding of the parental viruses to NHBE/ALI cells, we demonstrated that G contribution was critical to viral entry into NHBE/ALI cells, as kRSV-2-20G2-20F bound more efficiently than kRSV-A2GA2F (Fig. 6A). This was in contrast to a recent clinical isolate strain of RSV and expanded our study to include a human bronchial epithelial cell line (BEAS-2B) as well as primary normal human bronchial epithelial cells cultured at the air-liquid interface (NHBE/ALI cells). We generated recombinant viruses containing G and F glycoproteins of either A2 or the 2-20 clinical isolate and compared the functional contributions of G from the A2 and 2-20 strains.

**FIG 5 Contribution of G protein to virus in vitro growth kinetics.** HEp-2 cells (A) and BEAS-2B cells (B) were infected with kRSV-A2GA2F, kRSV-2-20G2-20F, kRSV-GstopA2F, or kRSV-Gstop2-20F using an MOI of 0.01. Time zero represents the calculated input titer. Virus titers at each time point thereafter were assayed by FFU assay. *, *P < 0.05 (comparing the Gstop virus and parental GF virus at the same time point using one-way ANOVA). Data are represented as means ± SEM. LOD, limit of detection. FFU, fluorescent-focus unit. Each graph depicts data from the combined results of four independent experiments in each cell line.

**DISCUSSION**

Previous studies analyzing functions of the RSV G protein used prototypical strains such as A2 (10, 11) or a subgroup B strain (9). In the present study, deletion of the attachment protein from the virus attenuated virus replication in HEp-2 but not Vero cell lines. We reevaluated the requirement for G in the context of a recent clinical isolate strain of RSV and expanded our study to include a human bronchial epithelial cell line (BEAS-2B) as well as primary normal human bronchial epithelial cells cultured at the air-liquid interface (NHBE/ALI cells). We generated recombinant viruses containing G and F glycoproteins of either A2 or the 2-20 clinical isolate and compared the functional contributions of G from the A2 and 2-20 strains.

Congruent with previously published reports, removal of G from the A2 strain resulted in a decrease in virus-to-cell binding and infectivity compared to parental A2 results (10, 11). In our study, Gstop-A2F was approximately one-third less efficient at binding and one-third less infectious in BEAS-2B cells than kRSV-A2GA2F. We found that the 2-20 G protein showed greater contributions to virus attachment to host cells, virus entry, infectivity, and overall growth kinetics than the A2 G protein. In contrast to the A2 G protein, the 2-20 G protein played a role in infection of heparan sulfate-deficient cells, suggesting that the ability of 2-20 G to bind to a receptor(s) other than GAGs may contribute to the high level of attachment. The level of entry of BEAS-2B cells by virus expressing 2-20 G and 2-20 F was reduced approximately 10-fold compared to that seen with virus expressing A2 G and A2 F. It is likely that the lower entry efficiency of the virus expressing 2-20 G and 2-20 F is due to the 2-20 F protein, because the entry of the G-null virus expressing 2-20 F was approximately 40-fold lower than the entry of the G-null virus expressing A2 F.

Earlier reports determined that A2 G is involved in binding of
RSV to glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) on the surface of cells but that this GAG dependence varies depending on the cell line used to produce the virus (19, 29, 30). Using our Gstop mutant virus, we replicated this result with A2 (Fig. 4). kRSV-Gstop-2-20F, however, still exhibited reduced infectivity compared to the GF virus when heparan sulfate-containing GAGs were not present on cells. This implies that the 2-20 G protein likely binds other types of GAGs or a host cell protein that is not bound by A2 G.

Our data from NHBE/ALI cells further support this, as kRSV-2-20G-2-20F replicated to higher titers than kRSV-A2G2F in these cells (Fig. 6C), which do not express heparan sulfate-containing GAGs (31).

Together, our data suggest that the F protein from a recent clinical isolate of RSV depends more on its attachment protein for efficient viral infection than a prototypical laboratory strain. Our results contrast with those of a recent study using clinical isolate 98-25147-X (RSV-X). In that study, deletion of G from the virus had little effect on replication in HEp-2 cells or Vero cells (32). We postulate one main reason for the divergent results. In that study, the G gene was completely deleted in the virus, resulting in a shift forward of the downstream genes along the transcriptional gradient (32). It is likely that the complete removal of the G gene resulted in greater F glycoprotein expression in this recombinant strain and that greater F levels potentially compensated more for the missing G function than was the case in the wild-type strain. Our study avoided this potential confounding factor by utilizing Gstop viruses, which still contain the complete G gene but do not express the G protein. On the other hand, our results may be confounded by using a chimeric virus approach because G and F expression and/or incorporation may be modulated by viral sequences in clinical isolates outside the G and F open reading frames.

In vitro culture-adapted strains may lose or gain biological functions during passage and selection in cell culture. This has been noted for a variety of paramyxoviruses, such as Newcastle disease virus (NDV). The fusion protein of NDV has a very stringent requirement for its HN protein, but there have been reports that changes of certain amino acids (amino acids 211, 289, and 463) in the F1 domain can completely abolish the requirement for HN for fusion (33, 34). It is possible that similar mutations can arise in RSV strains during serial passage in tissue culture, thus somehow changing the requirement for the RSV attachment protein function for infection. The RSV 2-20 clinical isolate used in the current study was generated as a low-passage-number (passage 12) stock, and both this stock and the initial viral stock (passage 2) were sequenced. There was one nucleotide change in the 2-20 F protein, resulting in an amino acid change at position 76. No nucleotide changes were seen in the G protein sequence (21).

and is represented as the percentage of bound virus compared to that of the G+F virus (bottom panel). Graphs depict results from two independent experiments performed in triplicate wells. (C) NHBE/ALI cells were infected with kRSV-A2G2F, kRSV-2-20G2-20F, kRSV-Gstop-A2F, or kRSV-Gstop-2-20F at an MOI of 1.0. Time zero represents the calculated input titer. Virus titers at each time point thereafter were quantified by FFU assay. *, P < 0.05 (comparing the bracketed groups by one-way ANOVA in panel B and comparing kRSV-A2G2F and kRSV-2-20G2-20F in panel C). Data from the results of two independent experiments performed in triplicate wells are represented as means ± SEM.
There is some evidence suggesting that RSV strain differences contribute to different pathogenesis outcomes (21, 35–37). Several studies using different clinical isolates of RSV compared to the prototypical A2 strain demonstrated that some strains are more virulent in well-differentiated cell culture systems or in animal models (21, 35, 37). Thus, reevaluating the gene functions for clinical isolates of RSV may contribute to our understanding of the pathogenesis of RSV. The strain used in this study, 2-20, has been shown to induce disease that is more severe than that seen with RSV A2 in the BALB/c mouse model (21, 38, 39). The contribution of the 2-20 G protein may be linked to its pathogenesis, and it would be interesting to explore whether the relatively greater contribution of G can be extended to other RSV clinical isolates. The results from these further studies could potentially guide vaccine design and antiviral drug development.

Although many members of the Paramyxoviridae family, such as NDV and measles virus, have a strict requirement for the attachment protein (HN or H) to trigger fusion, there are some known exceptions in this virus family. The fusion protein of parainfluenza virus 5 (PIV5) has been shown to induce membrane fusion independently of the abundance of its HN protein, which is thought to provide only the binding activity necessary for the optimal distance between the fusion protein and the cellular target(s) (40). In addition to RSV, other members of the Pneumovirus genus, namely, human metapneumovirus and bovine RSV, harbor attachment glycoproteins which are dispensable for virus growth in vitro (41, 42). Previous work determined that the 2-20 G protein enhanced fusion of the 2-20 F protein (13). The G protein of RSV has been thought to simply facilitate fusion enhancement by bridging the two membranes in close proximity (7). At this point, we cannot rule out this scenario for RSV 2-20 G as it did enhance the binding activity of the virus to the host cells, as shown in this study. Future studies may determine the role of specific domains in 2-20 G as important for boosting 2-20 F fusion activity. As the virus containing only A2 F still retained more than half of the binding activity seen with the virus with only 2-20 F (Fig. 2), differences in the F binding activity could be the determining factor for their different levels of dependence on the G protein for infection. Further studies are needed to completely dissect the interaction of RSV G and F proteins in regard to fusion activity, and, as a whole, more focus on clinically relevant viruses will aid our knowledge of this evolving pathogen.
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